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Those who fund assets look at this way.

Asset management refers to the process of developing, operating, maintaining, and selling assets in a 

cost-effective manner - Corporate Finance Institute

The term “asset management” refers to the financial service of managing assets by means of 

financial instruments with the aim of increasing the invested assets. Thus, an asset manager is a 

company whose business purpose is managing wealth. Asset managers bundle a person’s savings and 

invest them as profitably as possible in the world economy – Banking Hub

Who pays the piper plays the 
tune
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Meeting our own needs without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs. United Nations, Brundtland 

Commission, World Commission on Environment and Development: 

Our Common Future, 1987.

Sustainability
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A generation later 195 Countries 
Committed to these goals by 
2030
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Interconnected goals and 
cascading impacts



Interconnected goals and 
cascading impacts



Multiple climate hazards will occur simultaneously, and multiple climatic and non-climatic risks will 

interact, resulting in compounding overall risk and risks cascading across sectors and regions. Some 

responses to climate change result in new impacts and risks. (high confidence)

Unavoidable sea level rise will bring cascading and compounding impacts resulting in losses of coastal 

ecosystems and ecosystem services, groundwater salinisation, flooding and damages to coastal 

infrastructure that cascade into risks to livelihoods, settlements, health, well-being, food and water 

security, and cultural values in the near to long-term (high confidence)

Inclusive, integrated and long-term planning at local, municipal, sub-national and national scales, 

together with effective regulation and monitoring systems and financial and technological resources 

and capabilities foster urban and rural system transition (high confidence). 

Climate Future IPCC 6th

Assessment Report – April 2022
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(1) Deciding on the transition path 

- Orderly (achieving Paris 1.5 degree world) = significant upfront transition

- Disorderly (delayed transition, 1.8/2.0 degree world) = 

- Hot House transition (> 3.0 degree world) = BAU now, but desperate, painful 

scramble late 2030s/40s

(2) Identify drivers of impacts for each path
- PESTL (political, economic, social, technology and legal)

- Assess each driver for level of impact/likely timing

- Construct plausible, coherent narratives

- Acknowledge uncertainty grows over time, but talk to qualitative impacts 

if the data is too uncertain

Plausible Futures  - ICNZ’s Journey
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Avoid – relocate/ensure future development not at risk

Control – mitigation measures to reduce risk/buy time

Transfer – risk to insurance, but this does not reduce the risk 

Accept – a ‘tolerable’ level of risk/community determined

Risk management framework critical
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Intra and inter-generational equity – who pays? who 

benefits?

Compensation – on what basis? by whom, to whom?

Private property rights – are these extinguished? under what 

circumstances? 

Te Tiriti o Waitangi – a tolerable level of risk/community 

determined

Complex nexus of adaptation issues
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- 80% of 800 marae in low lying coastal areas and flood plains. 191 are within 1km of the coast 

- risks to coastal ecosystems, including the intertidal zone, estuaries, dunes, coastal lakes,

and wetlands, due to ongoing sea-level rise and extreme weather events.

- Māori as tāngata whenua (people of the land) and kaitiaki (guardians) of their ancestral and cultural 
landscape will be disproportionately affected because of their interests, values, practices and 
wellbeing.

- will alter patterns of use of mahinga kai (food-gathering sites) or rongoa crops (medicinal plants), and 
coastal impacts could disrupt access to marae or wahi tapu (sacred sites, burial grounds).

- risks to social cohesion and community wellbeing from displacement of individuals, families and 
communities due to climate change impacts.

Māori, climate change and the  
coast 



Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways –
Hassnoot, Lawrence et al
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DAPP - proactive, holistic and co-ordinated

Flexibility - essential to managing future uncertainty

Cost-effectiveness - avoids over/under investment, promotes timely 

interventions

Avoids maladaptation - avoids making major blunders that increase risk

Transparency and buy-in - by necessity requires community understanding 

and input, achieving greater certainty and support 

DAPP - should be mandated
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Law Change and the National Adaptation Plan
Instrument Provision for flood risk management – desired outcomes across the legislation

Resource Management 
System Reforms:

Natural & Built 
Environments Act

• Proposed NPF contains mandatory direction on natural hazard risk reduction and climate change adaptation

• Specifies outcomes in relation to natural hazards and climate change:

(i) the significant risks of both are reduced; and

(ii) the resilience of the environment to natural hazards and the impacts of climate change is improved

• Existing uses are modified to limit development and redevelopment in highest flood risk locations

Strategic Planning Act • Regional spatial planning identifies flood risk as a key constraint for future development/redevelopment 
planning

• National, regional and local flood risk modelling and information feeds into regional spatial planning decisions

Climate Adaptation Act • Managed retreat and adaptation decisions reflect flood risk mapping and modelling, and factor in allowance 
for the impacts of climate change

• Funding mechanisms are provided for adaptation and retreat

Other relevant legislative 
reforms/reviews

• Reform of the Land Information Memoranda system, Emergency Management Reforms, Building Act/Code 
Reforms, Enabling Housing Density legislation, Future for Local Government Review, National Flood Model 

National Adaptation Plan • Sets out adaptation actions – some may respond to flood risk



DAPP and Managed Retreat (if 
feasible) From Hasnoot, Lawrence, Magnan 
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When risk becomes intolerable:

- Is the council liable for consenting the development when the risk was known or 
for failing to adequately mitigate the climate risk for incumbent property?

- Is the developer excused simply because the council consented? 

- Does the manager of infrastructural assets carry some liability for not mitigating 
the risks?

- Does the homeowner carry liability for not doing due diligence?

Will liability insurance be available to cover?  
- Will these risk be treated as gross negligence, failure to meet duty of care 

obligations that nullify the cover? 

Who carries the liability?
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“to safeguard financial stability and ensure the financing needed 
for the transition to net zero, it is key that climate related 
financial risk are adequately priced in financial contracts. This is 
crucial because financial contracts price the future, and that 
future is about to undergo fundamental change”.

Klaas Knot, Chair G20’s Financial Stability Board

The piper will be playing a different 
tune
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Ngā mihi


